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Abstract
For the last few years, Peer-to-Peer systems were created with the purpose of distributing information across
a very large set of hosts. The scalability demands of such systems lead to the design of Distributed Hash Tables
algorithms[1, 2, 3, 4], which are capable of locating an object anywhere on the system given a key value using
logarithmic (or constant) message hops while maintaining logarithmic state at each host. Nonetheless, DHTs are
not able to search for objects but only to retrieve them using keys.
Although DHT algorithms locate data objects efficiently, they do not provide any data consistency when using
replication. Data replication is made on a “best-effort” way in which data may become inconsistent or even lost.
An atomic data access DHT extension which maintained replica consistency using a state machine replication
technique was proposed in [5] but required the system to have a stable host membership in order to progress. This
requirement is not feasible on wide area systems, like the Internet, where hosts have small uptimes and are under
constant churn[6]. Another protocol was proposed in [7] for supporting atomic mutable data in DHTs which is
based on the Paxos consensus protocol, but its results have not yet been published.
While pursuing efficient search functionality on top of the DHT layer, we implemented a simple set functionality. Our algorithm uses a distributed B-tree to store set data over several hosts. This tree algorithm allows us
to perform load-balancing on peers while maintaining logarithmic access to data items. We use any generic DHT
algorithm as a simple storage layer, accessing data blocks through a simple key-based routing operation. This
operation, route(key, message), is capable of delivering a message to the host responsible for the key using the
DHT scalable properties.
Our presentation will discuss the issues in implementing a tree-based algorithm over a distributed large-scale
key-based routing system. We will also discuss how fault-tolerance (through block replication) influences both
data consistency and availability.
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